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Dear Dr Setiady,

Many thanks for these extremely constructive comments. I have summarized those comments and mostly turn them into a set of recommendations to be included in the last section on recommendations for future research.

1. There need to review existing publications which are not listed in well-known international journals, or conferences or books. Should it be included here, the findings might be different.
   a. Reply: many thanks for this comment and I will put this as disclaimer statement or factors for consideration in the method section

2. Identification of further research agendas on: a.DRR, qualitatively and quantitatively, as the follow of the abundance of knowledge on HRD b.geophysical hazards and other hazards which are not directly linked with climate change c.areas beyond Sumatra and Java d.utilizing available knowledge on hazards maps already available from BNPB or others e.small-scale but frequent and slow-onset hazards events f.the role of science to support DRR in Indonesia g. consultation of research reports and papers in national publications such as LIPI or ITB or theses to identify research agendas within Indonesian scholars

3. Capacity building for Indonesian researchers through: a.Still lack of publication culture and limited access to publishing in International journals, despite of many research activities by Indonesian researchers, especially then there is no collaboration with international researchers / institutions b.Capacity building of Indonesian researches to meet international publications standards is still necessary c.Language and writing skills to be improved d.Collaboration with international researchers / research institutions may foster improvement in publications skills, but also involvement in international events will be a good opportunity to keep up-to-date on the global issues or publications topics with is researched, as well as to make own research activities known among the international ‘peers ‘doing research in the disaster-related field e.Collaborations and networking between Indonesian scholars who have study abroad to do join publications is also needed.